Tautliner Gates Suspension Systems

- Slashes manual lifting of tauliner trailer gates.
- Places driver safety first
- Minimises potential loss, damage and downtime.

Simple as lower and roll
What are GateSkates

- GateSkates are a customised gate suspension system. Support cables are supported at the top by a rolling bogey located in the roof track. GateSkates may also be retrofitted to trucks and trailers not originally fitted with roof track.

- GateSkates are made from high strength cable with heavy duty fittings made specifically for reliable gate support.

- Attaching the gates is a simple, quick and easy task, using 2 “U” bolts.

- Snap hooks are also available allowing the gates to be removed at your convenience. The cables on the GateSkates are covered in a plastic sleeve to help protect the valuable curtains from potential damage.

Benefits of installing GateSkates

- GateSkates offer many benefits to both the owner driver and fleet manager.

- GateSkates reduces manual handling of gates significantly lowering potential back and neck injuries caused by overbalancing.

- Gates are always attached to the truck eliminating loss.

- GateSkates are a engineered solution to an everyday problem – every part of the GateSkates system is designed specifically for the job.

- GateSkates comes with a 12 month warranty

For more information or to go through our complete range contact our sales team on
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1300 36 37 35
flexibledrive.com.au